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From Industry to the Classroom for a Better Planet !
In Summer 2013, we made incredible efforts 
to completely redesign and refocus our 
career and technical education program, 
shifting away from a 20th Century "shop" 
model to the 21st Century, sustainability-
minded  technical science program we had 
originally intended. Hiring Chris Sedita,  in 
August 2014, was an integral step in that 
process. Mr. Sedita, formerly an architect 
and Field Superintendent for Sciame 
Construction, revamped our Green 
Buildings curriculum to focus on "green" 
design and building. In Mr. Sedita's classes, 
students learned the fundamental principles 
of building design and construction, how a 
building works as a whole system, and 
hands-on methods for redesigning and 
retrofitting a building to make them 
perform at higher levels of effectiveness and 
environmental efficiency without sacrificing 
occupant comfort.  

Further advancing our technical science curriculum, we made two key hires this summer, for both 
our Green Building and Horticulture Programs. Joining Green Buildings to teach design and 
AutoCAD, is Popi Begum. Working with the Army Corps of Engineers for the last five years, Ms. 
Begum (or, Lt. Begum!), a trained architect, was responsible for major projects, both new 
construction and restoration, domestically and abroad--designing and building obstacle courses and 
training towers for soldiers, as well as schools, houses and furniture. "Architecture combines art and 
design, which are my passions," says Ms. Begum, "but it's more hands-on. ...I want my students here 
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to experience as much hands-on as possible. I 
want them to see the thought and design process 
from paper to finished product. I want them to 
develop their knowledge of AutoCAD (an 
automated computer-aided design and drafting 
program) so that they can design structures, 
from a classroom to a skyscraper. With a 
command of AutoCAD, if they’re interested in 
any aspect of this field, they can join a design or 
architecture firm as a draftsman, and work on 
up." In terms of major concepts and lasting 
skills, Ms. Begum will teach her students to 
understand construction documents, such as 
blue prints and graphic presentations, how to 
read, create, and present them for critique. 
"Design and drafting is a professional skill that [my students] can use as a baseline in any field within 
the building industry, whether architecture, plumbing, electrical, or engineering. If they learn how to 
read and create construction documents and graphic presentations, they will become advanced 
candidates for a position within the industry."  

Taking the lead of our Horticulture Program, is Stephanie Francis. Initially joining our staff late last 
spring as a long term substitute teacher when one of our other Buildings teachers left us to return to 
the industry, Ms. Francis taught wildly popular seed-to-table culinary courses to 9th and 12th 
graders. When our Horticulture position opened up at the end of the school year, we had the 

opportunity to bring Ms. Francis on fulltime.  

Ms. Francis, a former Social Studies teacher, 
left teaching in 2009 to focus on other 
passions. Cofounding Harlem Seeds in 2010, 
Ms. Francis, who ran Harlem Seeds as 
executive director for the last five years, 
merged her experience as a teacher and her 
"passion for food, nature and kids" to provide 
"garden-based education, culinary education 
and social justice." Harlem Seeds executed 
t h i s m i s s i o n t h r o u g h n e i g h b o r h o o d 
workshops, guided tours of community 
g a r d e n s a n d C S A s , a n d h a n d s - o n 
demonstrations on how and why to shop for 
and prepare simple, healthy meals to fight 
childhood obesity and diabetes through food 
education and food justice.  

Stepping away from Harlem Seeds, Ms. 
Francis ran the UAGC Summer Gardening 
Internship this July and August, teaching ten 
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Ms. Begum (right), overseeing the construction 
of a soldier training course in Germany. 

Ms. Francis (second from left), with four of her 
summer gardening interns, on to a trip to the New 
York Botanic Gardens in August. Darrel Morrison 
(third from right), esteemed landscape architect 
and friend of UAGC, accompanies the site visit.
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students how to maintain and profit from UAGC's school garden.  By teaching students to engage 
with the horticulture curriculum through the lens of scientist, entrepreneur, and manager, our 
interns harvested the kale, collards, tomatoes, peppers, beets, cucumbers, string beans, and 
pumpkins planted earlier in the spring by their peers in the  Horticulture program, and sold them to 
both local farm-to-table restaurant Jacob's Pickles, as well as to neighbors within the community.  

Ms. Francis is returning to the classroom to teach her students how to be successful within the 
industry. "[Horticulture] is an amazing field where someone can do so much," says Francis. "Giving 
my students the tools necessary will help them succeed in horticulture and life. In order to compete 
with others in this industry, [my students] must learn and understand the major components of 
design (i.e., landscaping), operations (i.e., pest management, financial management), production 
(i.e., seed development, soil care, growing food), and maintenance (i.e., groundskeeper, composting). 
These components will help them land internships, entry-level positions and entrance into a college 
with horticulture, environmental science or plant science as a major. This is an ever-growing, highly 
popular field, and I want to help my students earn their certifications in this field so they can be most 
competitive [on the market]." 

Reflections on an Exceptional Summer  
Each spring, UAGC works hard to match as many 
students as possible with exceptional enrichment 
opportunities--be it in summer school, paid 
internships in fields related to the "green careers", or 
unique experiences to grow and learn in new 
capacities. This summer, sophomore Azra Muratovic 
and senior Candy Gonzalez had two such 
experiences.  

Seeking a challenge atypical for an "average New 
York City student," Azra participated in Row New 
York's Empowerment through Rowing and Academics (ERA) program. Students who participate, 
commit to six days a week for a year of athletic training, competition in regattas, and academic 
tutoring (1 of the 5 days per week) for a balance of increased physical strength, academic 

performance and overall confidence. 
"I would recommend this sport to 
anyone," said Azra, "what I learned 
throughout is that I can do anything I 
put my mind to and that everything is 
mental more than physical...in the 
middle of a workout, your body is the 
last thing to give up on you. Your 
brain likes to tell you to stop and give 
up; at that point, when you push 
beyond that pain, that's when you 
actually get stronger."  
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(Pictured above and above right) UAGC Sophomore Azra 
Muratovic rowing in the first seat, or bow position. 
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Connecting what she learned about herself through rowing (she won a plaque for overall MVP) to 
what it takes to be successful in school, Azra reflected that since practice and strength training 
"consumed a big part of my time, it allowed me to learn time management skills...it disciplined me to 
getting my work done on time and open myself up to challenges." Additionally, Azra wanted "to be 
stronger than some of the older girls on the team...[so] I [spoke] to my coach one-on-one about what 
I can do to make myself a better rower" -- a growth-mindset approach to overcoming obstacles!  

Candy Gonzalez, who last year interned with The Central Park 
Conservancy, furthered her horticultural studies by interning this 
summer with The Nature Conservancy's Leaders in Environmental 
Action for the Future (LEAF) program. LEAF provides selected 
students with a four-week paid internship in a natural setting 
within the United States, and provides and promotes conservation 
values, employability skills, confidence and an understanding of 
potential careers within the developing "green" economy.  

The first two weeks of Candy's 
experience were in Gandy Creek 
and Cranesville Swamp in West 
Virginia, where she and her 
team strategically "planted trees 
to [create] a bridge for the 
wildlife, and removed invasive 
species." According to Candy, the work "required 100% for every 
task, but the love I have for nature helped me go the extra mile...I 
kept thinking 'this could change the world to become a better 
place.'" Offering a rare reflection for a teenager who was without 
her cellphone and the Internet for two weeks, Candy found it a 
relief: "technology is only a distraction which won't let you enjoy 
the beautiful things of our environment." Following their work in 
West Virginia, Candy's team spent the last two weeks in 

Maryland, where they conducted more invasive species control 
and trail maintenance at Sideling Hill Creek, the Chesapeake Bay, 
and in the Central Appalachians.  

The experience wasn't all field-based work, though. "We also had 
fun zip-lining, hiking, and exploring caverns." They also toured the 
"monuments, museums and memorials in D.C., visited West 
Virginia University, Georgetown, Howard and Johns Hopkins." 
The LEAF participants also "had a Capitol Hill training on the 
theme of education and green spaces in preparation with a 
meeting with [their] congressmen." 

In her final reflections, Candy offered, "LEAF changed my way of 
thinking and changed the way I see the natural world. We each 
contributed to make the experience unforgettable, gained new 
friends, and experienced personal development."  
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(Center) UAGC Senior Candy 
Gonzalez is ready for trail 
maintenance. 

Candy conquers the overlook... 

...and then takes the Capitol. 
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Unstoppable Gains in Student Performance 
!
Following the incredible and statistically significant performance of the 2013-2014 school year, 
during which we saw students' test scores on the English and Living Environment Regents each 
increase by over 100%, and our graduation rate increase by 10% from the prior year's, 2014-2015, our 
sixth year as a school, was even more successful for UAGC's teachers, students, and leadership.  

From June 2014 – June 2015, we yielded even greater student performance outcomes. Our 
graduation rate increased by 17.3 percentage points, representing a 35% increase of our graduation 
rate, which is now higher than the City’s 4-year graduation rate of 64.2%.  
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Visit www.uagreencareers.org for more news and stories 

from The Urban Assembly School for Green Careers.
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Junior Rayshawn Hollan (right) discussing a concept with fellow 
junior Yahannie Dicent (left)

http://www.uagreencareers.org

